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1 Introduction/Background

A neural prosthesis application consists of
recording the neural signal and decoding it to
drive prosthetic arm. In our work, we focus on
building better decoding algorithms. Recent ad-
vances in neural prosthetics have seen many al-
gorithms that decode the continuous state of a
cursor on 2D screen using neural recordings in
online settings. A new model has been proposed
recently[3] which decodes the discrete state of the
neural dynamics (like stop, move, idle) in parallel
to continuous state decoding of kinematic vari-
ables. This enables the user to select a target
without having the requirement to stop moving
the cursor on target for some minimum amount
of time (as in continuous state decoding mod-
els). This increases the speed for target selection
tasks (like typing). As an analogy, if we want to
select a ’button’ using a mouse on a computer
screen, instead of hovering over the target for
a fixed amount of time (like in continuous-state
only decoders), it is faster to select the target
by sending a ’click’ signal (decoding the discrete
state - click/no click) at every time instant. This
was the main idea behind the proposed algorithm
mentioned above.

2 Motivation

The idea behind this project is to use discrete
state decoding output to improve the trajectory
decoded by switching between different continu-
ous state models as different epochs during the

reach are likely to have slightly different dynam-
ics. If this method is proven to be effective,
it would be interesting to use similar switching
models in places with potentially different dy-
namics such as in multiple tasks. A few other
switching models have indicated positive results
of using such a model[1, 5]. Based on the model
used for decoding the cursor velocity, we are able
to assign the velocity direction preference for
each channel. A representational view of neu-
ral encoding says that parameters of movement
are encoded in certain neurons/channels and it
does not change with time, whereas according to
the dynamical view it can change in time. We
can collect evidence for answering this scientific
question as well by looking at direction prefer-
ence of channels in our models corresponding to
different epochs.

2.1 Dataset

The dataset used was collected at Neural
Prosthetic Systems Laboratory (NPSL), Stan-
ford. Experiments were conducted using rhesus
macaques following a Stanford IACUC approved
protocol. In included 504 trials of center out and
back task with 8 target on the screen at equal ra-
dial distance from center of 8 cm and positioned
uniformly on a circle. The size of the target was
8mmx8mm. The cursor (6mmx6mm) needs to
be around 2.5cmx2.5cm window of target for at
least 500ms before the trial is successfully com-
pleted. Hand position was recorded during when
the animal performs the task. Neural recording
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was done simultaneously using 192 channels in
primary motor and dorsal premotor cortex. This
data was partitioned to train and test the model.

2.1.1 Data Processing

The spike data are partitioned into 15ms time
bins which are used to estimate the neural firing
rate in that bin. Hand position information is
smoothed and velocity is extracted. Next, each
time bin is labelled to belong to one of the fol-
lowing epochs. The epochs are classified as:

• Slow movement This is the portion of tra-
jectory where the velocity is less than a cer-
tain proportion (0.25) of maximum velocity
in the trail.

• Fast movement This is the portion of tra-
jectory where the velocity is greater than a
certain proportion (0.25) of maximum ve-
locity in the trail.

• Hold Period After the cursor is inside the
window surrounding the target, this is the
period from start of the 500ms hold period
to the end of it. In practice, there is small
movement inside the target.

• Dial-In In cases when the cursor stays in-
side the cursor window for less than 500ms
to leave it and re-entering multiple times,
the time between first entry and last entry
is dial in epoch. When the cursor is con-
trolled by the hand there are not many tri-
als with dial-in epochs. But when cursor
is controlled by decoding algorithm, dial-in
epochs are prominent.

2.2 Model

We build a decoding model that can decode
variables related to cursor position using neural
recordings. A velocity Kalman filter [REFER-
ENCE] model is trained to decode trajectory.
For non switching models, data comprising of
all epochs across all trials is used whereas while
switching, different models are fit corresponding

to different epochs of the data. For analyzing
the performance improvement due to switching,
we use the epoch assignment as defined above.
HMM decoder for doing this has been developed
before [3]. Offline Analysis is done on models
by decoding the trajectory just from the neural
data using switching and non switching models
and comparing them with hand data. The cursor
position is reset to true kinematics data at the
beginning of every trial. The linear dynamical
system is described as x(t + 1) = As(t)x(t) + ws

t

s ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}; y(t) = Cs(t)xt + vst where x(t)
is the kinematics of cursor(comprising the posi-
tion, velocity and 1 to adjust for bias in firing
rate of neurons) and y(t) is neural recording at
time t. s(t) is the discrete variable that specifies
the epoch. vst ∼ N(0,Σs

v) and ws
t ∼ N(0,Σs

w)
The model parameters for an epoch are fit using
linear regression using the hand and neural data
from that epoch. While decoding, state is esti-
mated using Riccati Equations for Kalman filters
as-

Σ̂t+1|t = As(t)Σ̂t|t−1A
T
s(t)−LtCs(t)Σ̂t|t−1A

T
s(t)+Σv

x̂t+1 = As(t)x̂t + Lt(yt − ŷt)

where Lt = AΣ̂t|t−1C
T (CΣ̂t|t−1C

T + Σw)−1 is
the observer gain - used for combining the pre-
diction of the latent model and the neural ob-
servations. Σ̂t+1|t is the covariance of the state
prediction and x̂(t) is the predicted state. Here,
ŷ(t) = Cs(t)x̂(t) is the predicted neural observa-
tions. For velocity Kalman filter, only the veloc-
ity is decoded from neural observations. Position
is determined by integrating the velocity of last
time step.

2.3 State space analysis

Before making the models, a state-space analysis
was done for neural data across different epochs.
If different sub-spaces are represented during dif-
ferent epochs, then it might indicate that the
dynamics during those epochs are different and
making a switching model might be more viable.
Two methods for preliminary analysis were im-
plemented.
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• Principal Angles We take top ’n’ prin-
cipal components for different epochs and
find the minimum angle between sub-spaces
spanned by those PCs. We vary the number
of PCs and plot how this angle varies. This
angle (principal angle) gives information on
close-ness of the sub-spaces. But we want to
know the amount of closeness with PCs be-
cause, if the subspaces are different in PCs
with more variance, then it is stronger in-
dication of different dynamics. Let QA and
QB be two matrices with columns being the
orthonormal basis for vector spaces A and
B. Let the singular value decomposition of
QT

AQB be USV T . the inverse cosine of high-
est singular value of S is the principal angle
between the two subspaces.

We refer to ’all’ as the space where neu-
ral data across different epochs is combined
and the PCs are found.The principal an-
gle between movement and hold is around
30 degrees in sub-space spanned by top 5
PCs, but it decreases quickly around 20.
Also, angle between Movement and All be-
comes small very quickly, and plot for hold-
movement and hold-all look similar. Both
of these indicate that ’all’ space is domi-
nated by movement epoch. Once angle error
becomes low, it signifies that with around
20 dimensions the variance common to both
epochs is adequately captured.

• Reconstruction Error Principal compo-
nents are extracted for different epochs. Ex-
pected error in estimation of a vector from
the space of one epoch when projected into
a subspace of top principal components of
another epoch is calculated.

We see that vectors from movement epoch
generally has higher error than vectors from
hold epoch with little variation related to
which subspace it is projected to. This in-
dicates higher dimensionality of space ex-
plored in movement epoch compared to hold
epoch. This also leads to non linear features
which could be used in a classifier to decide

between movement and hold epochs (See di-
agram).

As the neural space explored in different epochs
is different, model trained specifically to each
epoch should be able to better capture the re-
lationship between arm kinematics and neural
data. These analyses indicate that switching
models might be worth exploring.

2.3.1 Experiments

Different metrics are used for offline analysis of
the switching versus standard decoder. The ac-
tual hand trajectory is assumed to be the true
trajectory as it most closely resembles the true
trajectory the monkey intended to move.

• d-ratio - This is the ratio of total dis-
tance travelled during the during an epoch
summed over all trials of a simulated tra-
jectory divided by the same quantity for
hand data. This ratio is calculated for dif-
ferent epochs and switching/non switching
models. If the simulated trajectory repli-
cates the hand movement exactly, then d-
ratio equals 1. This is a good metric to
compare performance in hold and dial-in
epochs as other metrics are not very reli-
able. [Explained next] We see that switch-
ing model has very less d-ratio compared to
non-switching model during hold period and
dial-in period. This is verified using 10-fold
cross validation. Fig 3

• Position correlation This is the correla-
tion between cursor positions in the simu-
lated trials. If the path deviates early in the
trial, then error accumulates and the decode
for later in trial is not accurate. So, perfor-
mance of the decoder in hold epoch is heav-
ily effected by the performance of movement
decoders. We observe similar value for this
metric across the epochs and models. Fig
??

• Velocity correlation This is the correla-
tion between decoded velocity and the ve-
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Figure 1: Reconstruction error for a random
neural measurement vector in one subspace into
space of top PCs of another subspace. Spaces
considered are: Movement (Fast and slow move-
ment combined), Hold and All (no epoch distinc-
tion). The random vector is considered from all
169 dimensions an epoch. The spread of recon-
struction error when projected in space of top
5 PCs for Movement and Hold spaces. Points
with higher reconstruction error are from move-
ment epoch whereas those with lower reconstruc-
tion error can be from either movement or hold
epochs
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Figure 2: Principal angle between subspaces rep-
resented by using top PCs of each space (x-axis).
We can see if two spaces intersect in top PCs by
increasing the dimensionality by adding PCs se-
quentially and seeing how principal angle varies.

locity in the hand data. It is a better mea-
sure than position correlation because if the
path deviates slightly from true trajectory
early in the trial, then error does not accu-
mulate as much as in the case of position
correlation. This is not a good metric for
use in hold period as the estimated veloc-
ity and decoded velocity are relatively noisy
due to low magnitude. Fig ??

• Direction to target

Target deviation at a time point is the an-
gle between decoded velocity direction and
the line joining current cursor position and
target. This angle is collected at all time
points across trials and a histogram is cre-
ated. A switching model and non-switching
is trained form hand controlled cursor data
as described in dataset section. Data for
use of non-switching model in online closed
loop setting was already available. Hence,
a trajectory was decoded for the switching
model using neural recording from experi-
ments using non-switching model in online
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Figure 3: The d-ratio (epoch wise) for switching
and non switching models. The data is averaged
on k=10 fold validation data.

and closed loop setting. This histogram
is compared for switching model and cur-
sor run (online decoded velocity using non-
switching velocity Kalman filter) for differ-
ent epochs and for all epochs together. In
this case, the switching decoder is learned
using the same hand controlled cursor trials
as the online decoder. In Hold epoch, the
direction cannot be reliably estimated from
cursor position trajectory as the velocity is
low. Hence, we just compare the error in di-
rection of decoded velocity in online switch-
ing and non switching model.

We observe a shift of histogram towards
lower angles for hold epoch while using
switching model. The histogram for cursor-
run in hold epoch is uniformly distributed,
but that for switching model is not, in-
dicating better decoding. In hold epoch,
slightly different position near cursor can
give very different correct velocity direc-

(a) Velocity correlation with hand data, epoch wise
for switching and non switching models.

(b) Position correlation with hand data, epoch wise
for switching and non switching models.

Figure 4: Position and Velocity correlations

tions. Hence, decoding correct direction in
this epoch is a relatively harder problem and
direction error for non switching model is
uniformly distributed. In the offline switch-
ing model, even though the neural record-
ing corresponds to position in online setting
(which can be little different from offline po-
sition), the direction error decreases. If the
same model was used in online setting, it
would presumably produce even lesser error.
Fig ??,Fig 6

We tried to calculate target deviation in on-
line setting by resetting to online recorded
cursor position at every time instant (by
over-writing the state) using a switching
steady state kalman filter [2] so that we do
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(a) Epoch wise direction error histogram for on-
line non-switching model.

(b) Epoch wise direction error histogram for of-
fline switching model.

Figure 6: Overall direction error histogram (all
epochs combined) for offline switching and online
non switching models.

Figure 7: Direction error histogram.

not require Σ̂. This showed worse perfor-
mance than cursor-run. It might be due to
the fact that Pk is crucial to accurately de-
code cursor velocity direction. Results not
shown here for brevity.

2.3.2 Direction Preference of channels

In this section we analyze how the velocity direc-
tion of the channels change with different epochs.
Channels that contribute more to the velocity
decoding are only selected. The Observation ma-
trix (C) found by fitting the Velocity Kalman
filter is used for associating each channel to a
direction preference. Each channel records fir-
ing of one or more neurons. The ’Kalman Gain
Matrix (Lt)’ is used for estimating the kinemat-
ics (latent state) from neural observations. If the
terms relating the channel to velocity decoding in
Kalman gain matrix are high, then that channel
is more likely to be direction tuned. Hence, we
choose the direction selective neurons using this
method. The neurons that are direction selec-
tive in fast movement, slow movement and hold
epochs are chosen. We can see how the direction
tuning changes for the population across epochs
by plotting the orientation difference histogram
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for each pair of states. These histograms are
compared by their cdf plots. Fig 8

Figure 8: Channel direction preference difference
histogram between epochs (pair-wise). Channels
with corresponding row norm more than 0.33 in
steady state Lt in all three models are chosen for
making the histogram.

Even though the histograms for direction dif-
ference between slow move-fast move looks more
concentrated near 0 than slow move-hold and
fast move-hold, a conservative significance test-
ing showed a very less number of channels hav-
ing significant difference. This result must be
interpreted with caution as the fitting error in
hold phase and slow movement phase is much
higher than other fast movement. This tells that
the direction tuning of channels changes during
the course of trial. This addresses the debate in
neuroscience community if the movement param-
eters have representational encoding or a more
dynamic encoding [4] This result seems to sup-
port the representational view point that pre-
ferred direction of majority of neurons does not

change, at least during the course of a trial.

2.3.3 Switching between types of filters

Next, we do an analysis of fitting error for kine-
matics and observation. The norm of terms in
W and Q is normalized with mean squared value
of cursor velocity. We observe that the error for
hold and slow velocity is large compared to fast
movement phase. This is because estimation of
velocity is very noisy from hand data because of
low velocity.

Table 1: Normalized error values in W and Q
across different epochs.

Epoch W Q
Slow move 0.1073 1380.6
Hold 0.1071 4697
Fast move 0.0313 56.16
Dial In 0.0326 361.42

Taking into account the goodness of fit, we tried
to switch to position KF, Pos-Vel KF and Pos-
Vel-Acc KF in the hold period. But no no-
ticeable improvement over using velocity KF
throughout was observed.

2.4 Future work

The fitting error values for Kinematics and Ob-
servation indicate that velocity Kalman filters
might not be best models for hold epoch. Hence,
switching between filters of different type (veloc-
ity v/s position and their combinations) can be
explored.
The gains from switching model observed in of-
fline analysis needs to be confirmed in online set-
ting. Another next step for this approach is to
combine models for different epochs at transition
from one epoch to another. Theoretical work in
switching Kalman filters with probabilistic dis-
crete state inference serves good background for
it. Apart from concentrating on different dynam-
ics within a reach trial, it could also be used in
situations when the dynamics change with con-
text. For example, same cortical neurons can
generate different patterns for controlling differ-
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ent effectors (hand v/s a decoder). In such cases,
switching between distinct models might be help-
ful. A very interesting approach would be to
explore the space of different ’dynamics’ (neural
and/or kinematics dynamics) and select impor-
tant dynamics to switch between.

2.5 Conclusions

In this work, switching Kalman filter model
for neural prosthetics is described. It is found
that different epochs during a reach span differ-
ent sub-spaces motivating our model. Next, a
switching model is simulated in an offline setting
and its performance is analyzed by defining dif-
ferent metrics. New metrics are defined which
are reliable in hold epoch. We see an improve-
ment for dial-in and hold epochs compared to
non-switching models. An argument for dynam-
ical point of view for motor systems is made in
the end. The results in the work need to be ver-
ified online and it might be plausible that offline
results do not translate to online improvements.
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